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Abstract

Ionic liquid-based acidic aqueous biphasic solutions (AcABS) recently offered a breakthrough in the field of

metal recycling. The particular mixture of tributyltetradecylphosphonium chloride ([P4,4,4,14]Cl), acid and water

presents the unusual characteristic of a Lower Solution Critical Temperature (LCST), leading to phase separation

upon a temperature rise of typically a few tens of degrees. We address here the microscopic mechanisms driving

the phase separation. Using Small Angle Neutron Scattering, we characterized the spherical micelle formation

in the binary ionic liquid/water solution and the micelle aggregation upon addition of acid, due to the screening

of electrostatic repulsion. The increase of both acid concentration and/or temperature eventually leads to the

micelle flocculation and phase separation. This last step is achieved through chloride ions adsorption at the

surface of the micelle. This exothermic adsorption compensates the entropic cost, leading to the counter-intuitive

behavior and may be generalised to numbers of molecular systems with LCST.
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Recycling is one of the biggest tasks of our present society and a very challenging problem. In particular, metallic

wastes evolve at a very high rate, due to the exponential growth of technological objects including all kinds of

metals, the mixing of which is completely different from what is traditionally found in ores. For this purpose, liquid-

liquid extraction (LLE) is an efficient and major way to separate components. The principle is that each chemical,

when mixed in the solution, is solvated in a preferential phase of the well chosen two-phase mixture. Recycling

should however be performed without the use of polluting solvents, driving the search for green chemistry in this

area1–3. In this context, a recent breakthrough was achieved in using aqueous biphasic solutions4. Composed by

more than ca. 60% water, ionic liquid (IL) and acid, such a solution (further denoted by AcABS for acidic aqueous

biphasic system) avoids the use of carcinogenic, mutagenic and reprotoxic (CMR) solvent while enabling to have

large quantities of metallic ions in solution without hydrolysis (depending on ions, for ex. up to 40 g/L for Fe(III)

in HCl/H2O solutions5). Eventually, according to their complexation state, metallic species migrate toward their

preferred phase, enabling a very efficient partition4,6.

Such AcABS are thermoresponsive systems. Among them, the mixture of water, tributyltetradecylphosphonium

chloride ([P4,4,4,14]Cl) and acid, also presents the uncommon characteristic of a Lower Critical Solution Temperature

(LCST), expressing the property of the solution to separate into two immiscible aqueous phases upon heating. This

behavior is opposite to the usual demixion mechanism for which phase separation disappears at high temperature

because of the predominance of the entropy of mixing. A more subtle mechanism underneath the phase separation

therefore needs to be addressed in order to fully exploit such a phenomenon for extraction purposes, such as metal

recycling.

In this letter, we present a combination of structural investigation at the microscopic scale and chloride ion

titration, enabling to draw a complete picture of the mechanisms driving the phase separation upon heating. Our

system is illustrated by the figure 1. The biphasic region increases with temperature. Interestingly, the system

also forms a thermoresponsive ABS in the presence of salt instead of acid, as for example NaCl substituting HCl.

The phase diagram presents moreover the same characteristics in terms of inverse thermal response in the presence

of acid or salt (for ex. HCl or NaCl). Since all the macroscopic observations are similar, the phase transition in

presence of acid or salt is expected to be based on the same mechanisms. We therefore used one system or the

other depending on the technical requirements of the experiment performed. Moreover, within the precision of

our measurements, the binodal is not affected by deuteration of water or acid, also enabling the use of partial

deuteration, a great advantage for small angle neutron scattering experiments. Eventually, the nature of the acid

has a large influence. In presence of sulfuric acid H2SO4, the thermal response is similar although the biphasic

region is increased. The effect is even more striking if nitric acid HNO3 is used, since a single drop turns the

IL/water solution in a biphasic one7. Such a drastic effect makes however difficult the characterization of the

phase transition in presence of HNO3 and will not be discussed in this work.
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Figure 1: DCl based samples representation on the ternary phase diagram of DCl/[P4,4,4,14]Cl/D2O ABS at 25oC,
recalculated from7 (see SI for more details). 100% of DCl solution corresponds to 37% DCl in water. The points S1,
S2 and S3 give the compositions of the solutions studied by SANS (see SI for more details and the corresponding
compositions in 100% DCl). The schematic representation of the cation P[4,4,4,14]Cl of the ionic liquid is also shown.

[P4,4,4,14]Cl is a compound close to a classical ionic surfactant, for which self assembling in water is expected,

similarly to many ionic liquids8–10. Such an organization of charged units is expected to be influenced by the

ionic strength of the solution, modified by the presence of acid, and consequently in the different regions of the

phase diagram, since acid concentration also varies. Characterizing the structural organizations of the IL in the

different phases should therefore lead us to the microscopic mechanisms of the phase separation. Small angle

neutron scattering (SANS) provides a unique tool to probe such a structural organization in solution. The contrast,

in our systems, is given by the difference in scattering length between the hydrogenated IL and deuterated water

and acid. We will be able to extract both the form of the objects adopted by the self-organized ionic liquids (form

factor) simultaneously with the interactions between these objects leading to the structure factor.

The first step into the structural investigations was performed on binary IL/water mixtures for various IL contents.

The experimental data together with their fitted curves, at 25oC, are shown in figure 2. The best fit is obtained

for a model of spherical micelles formed by the IL, dispersed in suspension because of the repulsive electrostatic

interaction modeled by a hard sphere form factor calculated with effective radius (see SI for details). For rather

dilute conditions (IL %wt < 20), the micelle radius has little variations around 19 Å, i.e. roughly the length of a

single cation. Considering the charged head and hydrophobic tails of the IL cation, we reasonably assume that

the heads of the cations form the external layer of the micelles, surrounded by water and counter ions (Cl−), as

schematically represented in the insert of figure 2. Moreover, charge compensation of the outer surface of the

micelle by the chloride anions (counter ions of the IL, unique anions of the solution) is poor since few ions are
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Figure 2: Normalized SANS data (symbols) and fits (solid lines) using a spherical form/hard-sphere structure
factors for IL/water mixtures. The insert is a schematic representation of the micelle surrounded by chloride ions.

present to participate to the electrical double layer (EDL) around the micelle. This leads to a residual electrostatic

repulsion between the micelles, giving rise to the correlation peak around 0.1 Å−1. Note that the peak consistently

moves toward higher values of Q, i.e smaller distances, when the IL concentration increases.

Increasing the IL concentration does not induce any phase transition toward hard spheres crystal or lamellar

phase as observed for many surfactants11. For IL content larger than 65%wt., the microemulsion is inverted and

water droplets of radius ∼ 5 Å are surrounded by IL (see figure S1).

Eventually, measurements were also performed for temperatures increasing up to 55oC. The IL/water solution is

homogeneous over this whole temperature range, while it undergoes a phase separation in the presence of acid. No

significant changes were indeed observed on the measured intensity as shown in figure S4. Only a slight increase of

S(0) can be extracted and also plotted in figure S8, which is directly related to the osmotic compressibility12. Such

a trend indicates an increase of the attractive interactions with temperature, however not strong enough to enable

the micelle flocculation.
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Figure 3: Left panels : measurements on hydrochloric acid solutions; right panels : sulfuric acid solutions. Top
: normalized data and fitting results of the SANS measurements performed on ABS solutions at 25oC for three
acid contents (S1, S2 and S3 for DCl samples); bottom : data at different temperatures from the monophasic to the
biphasic state (upper phase), for transitions at 38 and 36 oC for DCl and D2SO4 solutions respectively at the lowest
acid content. The schematic representation of the micelle now contains several types of ions (different colors) in the
surrounding electrical double layer.

Coming to our system of interest, acid is added to the binary mixture to form the ABS. Data are shown in the

figure 3 (top panels), for two different acids (hydrochloric acid and sulfuric acid) and three acid contents, at 25oC

in monophasic solutions.

The weakening of the correlation peak around 0.1 Å−1, stronger when the acid concentration increases, indicates

at first sight the screening of the electrostatic interactions between the IL micelles. The mechanism corresponds to

the decrease of the Debye layer (EDL) size when the concentration of the microions increases13,14. The more con-

centrated the microions are, the closer they come to the charged surfaces. This electrostatic screening eventually

strongly reduces the electrostatic interaction between the micelles. The screening becomes more efficient and the at-

tractive interactions between micelles originating e.g. from Van der Waals interactions are no longer overwhelmed

by the repulsive interactions. The effect is similar for both acids. However, we emphasize that the structural trans-

formation cannot be rationalized to the ionic strength of the solution. First, the ionic strength is ill-defined in case of

sulfuric acid because of its bi-acid nature ; second, if HCl and H2SO4 samples exhibit similar behavior of the struc-

ture and transition temperature with acid concentration, it is very different with HNO3 that induces the separation
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at very low concentration. Indeed, the concept of ionic strength is especially important around the Debye-Hückel

regime for which ion interactions are mainly coulombic. In our case, the ion concentration is too high and specific

ion interactions play a role15–17. Other effects have to be taken into account such as ion size or polarization, or more

sophisticated screening approaches due to the high concentration of charges in the solution are necessary18–20.

Technically, a unique model for fitting the whole set of data, including the high acid contents, could not be

found. This strongly suggests that different micellar structures (cylinders, double shell, bicontinuous phase or

mixtures of different objects) appear in the solution upon increase of the acidity or ionic strength, as observed in

other systems21–23. We therefore concentrate here on the low acid content as a model system, giving a clear picture

of the process that can be, omitting the form factor details, applied to any region of the phase diagram. The best

fit is still obtained for a hard sphere form factor, but now combined with a sticky hard sphere structure factor in

order to model the attraction between the micelles. The effect of temperature is similar to the addition of acid to

the solution, the effect being illustrated by the corresponding top and bottom panels of the figure 3. The screening

of electrostatic repulsion between micelles increases and so the stickiness of the structure factor. This temperature

behavior is represented in figure 4.

The stickiness of the potential, directly related to the attractive interaction between the micelles, is therefore the

relevant parameter for the description of the phase separation. The potential represented by the sticky hard-sphere

model is akin to the potential of the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory13,24,25. Inter-micelle po-

tential reflects the attractive Van Der Waals (VdW) force and the repulsive electrostatic force. Within the DLVO

description, the two contributions are assumed to be additive and the electrostatic term is calculated from the

linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The resulting (DLVO) potential presents a barrier that depends on acid

content and temperature. When the temperature is high enough so that the thermal energy kBT is close to the

height of the barrier, the probability for the micelles to cross the energy barrier and be attracted to each other by

Van der Waals interactions increases. In other terms, at high temperature, the micelles eventually flocculate and the

phase separation is observed.

The upper phase is formed by the lowest density phase, i.e. the ionic liquid rich phase. Eventually, the effect

is confirmed by the trend of the osmotic compressibility S(0) with temperature, with values way above unity, in-

dicating an increased interaction between the particles and increasing even more with temperature (see SI figure

S8).

Although the general trend of screening of electrostatic interactions with the addition of salt or acid is expected,

its temperature dependence is less intuitive. The overall increase of the attraction is not believed to be due to

stronger Van der Waals interactions that are poorly temperature dependent and mostly size dependent. It therefore

has to be a decrease in the repulsive interaction, meaning a variation in the charge distribution around the micelle

or a change of EDL composition. The long distance repulsion between the micelle is typically (in kBT units) pro-

portional to the Bjerrum length of the solution. The latter is weakly temperature dependent. Thus the increased

attraction at high temperature is not related to dielectric constant changes but rather to the (effective) charge of the

micelles, i.e. to the ion adsorption at the surface. In order to address this last point in solutions where the zeta-
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Figure 4: Attractive potential intensity (in kBT) as a function of T for the lower concentration samples. Phase
separation temperature is represented by the dashed line of the corresponding color.

potential measurement does not provide any reliable values, we performed a titration of the chloride Cl− concen-

tration in the solution. We used a specific electrode enabling the measurement of Cl− concentration in the solution,

directly converted, thanks to an appropriate calibration, in free Cl− concentration. We consider here the overall

measured concentration to be equal to the concentration of the free chloride ions, excluding the concentration of

the chloride ions that are bound to a micelle surface, therefore following the relation [free Cl−]=[initial Cl−]-[bound

Cl−]. The activity of the free Cl− is moreover considered as being equal to their concentration. Because of exper-

imental drawbacks, these measurements were performed using NaCl instead of HCl, since the mechanisms are

assumed to be similar in both mixtures. Results are shown in the figure 5. Increasing the temperature, the concen-

tration of free Cl− in solution decreases, meaning an increase of [Cl−] in the EDL. Knowing the total concentration

of Cl−, we extract the quantitative variation of Cl− that are bound to a micelle.

The adsorption of Cl− in the EDL, following the interpretation of the structural data, leads to a decrease in the

repulsive interactions, easing micelles flocculation. Assuming a Van’t Hoff behavior for this adsorption process and

two possibilities only for the Cl− (free or bound), we get the enthalpy of adsorption of chloride ions on the micelles

to be around 12 kJ/mol. This enthalpy of adsorption relates the interaction potential between anions and the head

of the IL cations on the micelle surface. We emphasize that this potential energy is actually a free energy since it is

averaged over the configurations of the system. Consequently, this interaction is globally attractive and increases

with temperature.

A complete picture of the microscopic mechanisms leading to the phase separation induced by temperature

can now be drawn. Most probably because of the increasing disorder of the short aliphatic chains around the

phosphonium ions of the ionic liquid26, chloride ions are attracted to the surface of the micelle, increasing the

screening of electrostatic repulsion that maintains the micelles in suspension.
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Figure 5: Free [Cl−] in the solution as a function of temperature, assuming that the activity is equal to the concen-
tration (left axis). Corresponding ratio of Cl− to cations in the EDL of the micelle (right axis) assuming all anions
are either free or bound.

Once the effective energy barrier of the DLVO potential is low enough, the micelles are able to reversibly aggre-

gate and form a biphasic system. The phase separation is thus a kind of liquid-gas separation of a fluid of micelles.

At high temperature, if the magnitude of the micelle configurational entropy increases, it is no longer sufficient to

compensate for the enthalpy gain, which also increases due to the adsorption of ions. This enthalpic gain com-

pensates the entropic cost of the phase separation upon temperature increase. The phase separation mechanism

is different here from the one described by the Flory-Huggins solution theory. Although the free energy gained

by the chloride adsorption may account for an entropic contribution due to the water molecules released from the

ion hydration shell, an enthalpic mechanisms drives the transition, not the entropy overpassing a weak interaction

between the components.

Such a phase separation upon rise of temperature is unusual but not unique, as found in other systems present-

ing LCST. Although more commonly encountered in polymeric systems27,28, other mixtures of small molecules29,

including ionic liquids exhibit such behavior6,26,30–33. The LCST mechanism is however not fully identified in all

these systems. If the hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance of the ionic liquid plays a role in the self assembling of IL

cations in water, anions also play a role26,33. Moreover, droplet size extracted from zeta-sizer measurements can

be misleading on the growth of micelles in such concentrated solutions. Such measurements indeed also indicate

an increase in micelle size with temperature in our systems, while direct characterization from SANS prove an in-

creasing attraction between micelles of constant radius. Another approach was proposed by Schaeffer et al. based

on molecular dynamics, where the adsorption of molecular HNO3 at the micelle surface is proposed as mechanism

driving the phase separation6. Here also, an adsorption on the cation’s head is at the origin of the LCST. If the

adsorbed specie is specific to each system, we believe that the adsorption mechanisms is at the origin of a large

number of LCST in charged molecular solutions.
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The methodology presented here based on a microscopic structural investigation coupled with ionic species

titration, would therefore apply to many systems of soft matter, providing a bridging description from the nanoscale

to macroscopic properties.

Supplementary Information: samples preparation, experimental protocol describing the chloride titration; ex-

perimental conditions for the SANS measurements and data analysis, additional parameters extracted from the fits

including osmotic compressibility.
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Supporting Information Available

Materials and methods

Samples.Tributyltetradecylphosphonium chloride was purchased from IoLiTec guaranting a purity higher than

95%. Several mineral acids were used, in their deuterated form, together with D2O to optimize the contrast in

neutron scattering (see methods). Deuterated water (99,90% deuterium), D2SO4 (98 wt% in D2O, > 99% deuterium)

and DNO3 (65-70 wt% in D2O, > 99% deuterium) were purchased from Eurisotop and DCl (35 wt% in D2O, > 99%

deuterated) from Sigma-Aldrich.

The ABS samples phase transition temperatures were determined using the cloud point method, where the

monophasic samples temperature is increased until turbidity is observed.

The phase separation in all of our deuterated samples was observed at the same temperature than in the hy-

drogen based samples for the same molar compositions. Thus, the binodal curves of deuterated samples were

extrapolated from the hydrogenous ones available in the literature? . We chose in the Figure 1 to represent the bin-

odal curve on a triangle where HCl at 37% occupies 100% of the axis. The corresponding concentrations between

the samples S1,2,3 are:

S1: 24,3 / 56,4 / 19,3 (DCl solution wt% / D2O added wt% / IL wt%) equivalent to 9 / 71.7 / 19.3 (DCl pure

wt% / D2O total wt% / IL wt%)

S2: 28.6 / 52.4 / 19 (DCl solution wt% / D2O added wt% / IL wt%) equivalent to 10.6 / 70.4 / 19 (DCl pure

wt% / D2O total wt% / IL wt%)

S3: 37.8 / 43.9 / 18.3 (DCl solution wt% / D2O added wt% / IL wt%) equivalent to 14 / 67.7 / 18.3 (DCl pure

wt% / D2O total wt% / IL wt%)

Chloride titration. Chloride concentrations have been measured with a Cl− -specific electrode (Thermo Sci-

entific, chloride half-cell Orion 9417SC and reference cell). A linear calibration has been obtained with four NaCl

aqueous solutions in the range 10−1 M / 1 M at five temperatures in the range 19oC - 54 oC. It was further checked

with N4,4,4,4Cl aqueous solutions.

The electrode used for the free chloride titration has an upper bound of 1M of Cl-, which is much lower than

the quantities of Cl- in an ABS using HCl that would have a phase transitions under the convenient temperature

of 50C°. For this reason, we used NaCl-based ternary solutions which is more efficient at inducing the phase

separation than HCl with respect to the molar quantities added to the solution.

The composition of the NaCl/P4,4,4,14Cl/H2O solution was not identical to the HCl/P4,4,4,14Cl/H2O investigated
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since the binodal of the NaCl solution is shifted to the left with respect to the HCl solution? . A composition of 2.6

/ 14.2 / 83.2 wt% of NaCl/IL/H2O was used instead, in order to be in a similar region of the phase diagram with

respect to the binodal curve.

SANS methods. SANS measurements on IL/water solutions have been carried out on the diffractometer NIM-

ROD at the ISIS neutron source (Oxford, UK) and on the small-angle neutron scattering instrument D11 at the

Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL, Grenoble, France).

SANS experiments on the D11 instruments were performed under the following conditions. Neutrons have

been measured using a 3He MWPC (CERCA) detector with 256 x 256 pixels of 3.75 mm x 3.75 mm size. Three

instrument configurations have been employed, all with a neutron wavelength of 6 Å (FWHM 9%), and sample

detector distances of 34 m, 8 m and 1.4 m (with collimation distances of 34 m, 8 m and 20.5 m respectively). A

fourth setting has been used for time-resolved experiments, with a sample detector distance of 4 m and a collimation

distance of 20.5 m. The neutron footprint on the sample was 16 mm in diameter. The cuvettes had an internal size

of 45 mm x 45 mm and were made by Thuet (France). All data were put on absolute scale making use of a 1 mm

H2O measurement, serving as secondary calibration standard, and having a differential scattering cross section of

0.983 cm−1.

Selective deuteration makes SANS a very powerful technique to characterize aggregates in solution through

various parameters such as their shape, size or volume fraction. The hydrogen/deuterium scattering length density

(SLD) contrast is used to maximize the SLD contrast between the IL cation and the surrounding solvent, reducing

simultaneously the background due to the incoherent neutron scattering of hydrogen. In the present case, we

used hydrogenated IL and deuterated solvents. The scattered neutron intensity is measured as a function of the

wave vector transfer momentum q =
4π sin( θ

2 )
λ . The q-range covered respectively on NIMROD and D11 are 0.05Å

- 5Å and 0.0018Å - 0.45Å. Such an extended q-range enables to determine molecular structural information on the

shorter scale (high q), while contrariwise the supramolecular organization is probed at a larger scale at smaller q.

Eventually, the lowest q-range was measured only for some selected samples and did not provide any additional

information and is therefore not presented here.

NIMROD data were reduced with the program GUDRUN. D11 data reduction was performed with the LAMP

software (https://www.ill.eu/fr/users/support-labs-infrastructure/software-scientific-tools/lamp), while the ded-

icated software SASView was used for model fitting, enabling the combination of different models for both struc-

ture and form factors. For the various samples and conditions, the best fit to the measured intensity was obtained

in combining the hardsphere form factor with a structure factor of the form either hard sphere with electrostatic

interactions (meaning a hard sphere structure factor with an effective radius different than the one used for the

form factor), or a sticky hard sphere potential.

The intensity scattered by a spherical object in a solution is given by? :

I(q) =
Vf

V
.
(

3V(∆ρ).
sin(qR)− qR cos(qR))

(qR)3

)2

+ B
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where Vf is the volume fraction, V is the volume of the scatterer, R is the sphere radius, B is the background

level and ∆ρ is the scattering length density difference between the scatterer and the solvent.

Polydispersity of the spheres was accounted for in the modeling process. The distribution of radii is considered

to follow a gaussian profile, and the polydispersity PD parameter is given by: PD = σ/x , where σ is the standard

deviation of the Gaussian distribution and x is its center value.

Complement on the SANS analysis of binary IL/water solutions

The data were fitted using a hard sphere model for the form factor and hard sphere with electrostatic interactions,

leading to an effective radius for the structure factor. The relevant parameters, radius (form factor, figure ??) and

effective radius (structure factor, figure ??) are plotted in the following figures. The polydispersity is taken into

account, as represented in the figure ??.

Figure 1: IL/water : radius of the micelle form factor vs IL content

Figure 2: IL/water : effective radius of the hard-sphere structure factor vs IL content
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Figure 3: IL/water : polydispersity of the radius of the micelle as a function of IL content

Figure 4: Temperature dependence of SANS data of the IL/water 20/80 solution.
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Complement on the SANS analysis of higher acidic concentration AcABS

The attractive (sticky) potential is modeled as a square well potential, which depth and width are represented in

the figure ??. The spherical form factor alongside the sticky hardsphere structure factor fits nicely all the data

obtained for the lowest acid concentrations and those at room temperature for all the acid concentrations. The

polydispersity or the sphere radius (form factor) is also taken into account. The data measured on the intermediate

acid concentrations could also be fitted with the same model, although the agreement was slightly degraded at low

q for the highest temperature. The stickiness of the potential, showing similar behavior as the lowest concentration,

at least up to the phase separation, is represented in the figure ??. An increase of the attractive potential between

the micelles (which results from the sum of the Van Der Waals and the electrostatic repulsion) leads to the micelles

flocculation. The depth of this potential increases with the temperature, in good agreement with the attractive

potential interpretation that leads to the flocculation observed at higher temperature. A higher concentration of

acid leads to an increase of the potential, that is attributed to the screening of the electrostatic repulsion and not to

an increase of the Van der Waals forces, since the size of the micelles remains constant.

Figure 5: Temperature evolution of the stickiness of the potential for the intermediate acidic concentrations. The
data are fitted with the same model for all samples : a hard sphere form factor (radius around 18 Å) and sticky hard
spheres structure factor. The dotted lines indicate the transition temperature.

We did not find a unified model to fit all the samples we have characterized. Upon increasing the acid concentra-

tion, we got very good fitting agreement using models with coexisting shapes (spheres and cylinders for example)

and bicontinuous phases. The intensity plateau expected at very low q was not reached at higher temperature,

indicating the presence of very long objects or structural effects on a very large scale. We present here the results

obtained for both acids with a cylindrical form factor. The radius of the cylinders was found to be roughly equal to

the radius of the spherical micelles at lower concentration, and their length is given in figure ??.
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Figure 6: Polydispersity of the sphere form factor radius as a function of temperature for the lower and intermediate
acid concentration samples.

Figure 7: Length of cylinders found in the form factor for the two highest concentration samples as a function of
temperature. The dotted lines indicate the transition temperature.
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Osmotic compressibility extracted from SANS analysis of IL/water and ABS solutions

The osmotic compressibility is the limit of the structure factor at q=0. In the case of non interacting particles, S(0)=1.

It is larger than 1 for attractive interactions, and smaller than 1 for repulsive interactions. In order to get this value,

the model fitting the experimental data was extrapolated at q=0.

Figure 8: S(0), or osmotic compressibility as a function of temperature for binary 20% IL in water solution and two
ABS solutions in DCl and D2SO4
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